
Q8: What about Lighting requirements?
For enforcement reasons, these questions should be directed to the California Highway Patrol (CHP) at (916)
843-3400.

In general . . .

Warning Lights: CVC Sec. 25270: Any pilot car required by the permit referred to in
Section 35780 or 35790, or any vehicle or combination of vehicles subject to the permit if specified in the
permit, shall be equipped with flashing amber warning lights to the front, sides or rear. The pilot car and any
vehicles required by the permit to have flashing amber warning lights, shall display the flashing amber
warning lights while actually engaged in the movement described in the permit. The warning lamps shall be
removed or covered with opaque material whenever the pilot car is not escorting the movement described in
the permit.

Lamp on Projecting Load: CVC Sec. 25103. Whenever the load upon any vehicle extends from the left side
of the vehicle one foot or more, there shall be displayed at the extreme left side of the load during darkness:
(a) An amber lamp plainly visible for 300 feet to the front and rear of the vehicle. (b) An amber lamp at the
front visible for 300 feet to the front and a red lamp at the rear plainly visible for 300 feet to the rear of the
vehicle if the projecting load exceeds 120 inches in length. The lamp shall not contain a bulb rated in excess
of six candlepower.

Projecting Lights, Mirrors or Devices: CVC Sec. 35109: Lights, mirrors, or devices which are required to
be mounted upon a vehicle under this code may extend beyond the permissible width of the vehicle to a
distance not exceeding 10 inches on each side of the vehicle.

Clearance and Side-Marker Lamps: Shall comply with CVC Sec. 25100.

For more information related to lighting equipment, please refer to Division 12, Chapter 2 of the California
Vehicle Code.

Q9: What about Warning Sign requirements?
For enforcement reasons, these questions should be directed to the California Highway Patrol (CHP) at (916)
843-3400.

In general . . .

Warning Signs on Loads and/or Vehicles: All loads and/or vehicles being moved on State highways which
exceed 8'-6" in width, 80'-0" in length shall display appropriate warning signs.

Signs shall be posted on the front and rear of the vehicle or on the front of the lead vehicle and the rear of the
back trailer with multi-vehicle combinations. The lettering shall be a 10-inch minimum height with a 1-5/8-inch
minimum brush stroke, and a minimum 1-inch margin all around. All signs shall be black letters on a yellow
background, mounted at least 18 inches above the road surface front and rear. Signs shall be neat, clean,
legible, mounted securely and visible from straight ahead or behind and to 45-degree either side thereof.

Signs shall be posted on front and rear and shall read "LONG LOAD" or "OVERSIZE". The "LONG LOAD"
sign shall be used whenever overall length exceeds 100 feet. The "OVERSIZE" sign shall be used for shorter
lengths and other oversize features. The more definitive signs reading "WIDE LOAD", "LONG LOAD",
"OVERSIZE LOAD", "EXCESSIVE FRONT OVERHANG" or "EXCESSIVE REAR OVERHANG" may be
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substituted for the "OVERSIZE" sign when appropriate. The "LONG LOAD" sign shall have preference when
length exceeds 100-feet and other oversize features exist.

Warning Signs on Pilot Cars: CVC Sec. 27904.5: Subject to Section 35783.5, a pilot car shall display neat,
clean, and legible signs containing the word "OVERSIZE." The words "OVERSIZE LOAD," "WIDE LOAD," or
"LONG LOAD" may be substituted as applicable. The sign shall be a minimum of 48 inches above the
ground and shall be legible at 45 degrees from either side when read from the front or rear. The sign shall
have a bright yellow background with a minimum projected area of 440 square inches. The lettering shall be
black with a 1-inch minimum brush stroke width and a 6-inch minimum letter height.

Removal of Warning Signs: CVC Sec. 35783.5: Warning signs required by the terms of a permit shall either
be removed from the vehicle or covered from the view of other motorists whenever the vehicle is operating
without the load that required the permit.

Q10: What about Flagging requirements?
For enforcement reasons, these questions should be directed to the California Highway Patrol (CHP) at (916)
843-3400.

In general . . .

Flags on Vehicles and/or Loads: CVC Sec. 25104: Any vehicle or equipment that requires a permit issued
pursuant to Article 6 (commencing with Section 35780) of Chapter 5 of Division 15 because it is wider than
permitted under Chapter 2 (commencing with Section 35100) of Division 15 shall display a solid red or
fluorescent orange flag or cloth not less than 12 inches square at the extreme left front and left rear of the
vehicle or equipment, if the vehicle or equipment is being operated other than during darkness.

CVC Sec. 24604: Whenever the load upon any vehicle extends, or whenever any integral part of any vehicle
projects, to the rear four feet or more beyond the bed or body of the vehicle, there shall be displayed at the
extreme end of the load or projecting part of the vehicle during darkness, in addition to the required tail lamp,
two red lights with a bulb rated not in excess of six candlepower plainly visible from a distance of at least 500
feet to the sides and rear. At any other time there shall be displayed at the extreme end of the load or
projecting part of the vehicle a solid red or fluorescent orange flag or cloth not less than 12 inches square.

Warning Flags on Pilot Cars: CVC Sec. 28100: A pilot car shall display at least one red warning flag on
each side of the vehicle. The flags shall be a minimum of 16 inches square, and shall be mounted so as to be
visible from both the front and rear of the vehicle. The flags shall be removed or covered when the vehicle is
not operating as a pilot car.

Projecting Lights, Mirrors or Devices: CVC Sec. 35109: Lights, mirrors, or devices which are required to
be mounted upon a vehicle under this code may extend beyond the permissible width of the vehicle to a
distance not exceeding 10 inches on each side of the vehicle.
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